
 

The Prefect Application Process 
 

Prefect application forms can be collected from your form tutor from (Friday 24th 

March). 

This form should be completed and returned to Mr Howarth at school by             

Friday 28th April. You may put an additional sheet along with this if you feel that 

there is more you would like to add but please do not feel that you have to. 

Mr Wilson and Mr Howarth will then go through the applications very carefully 

and use this information alongside their knowledge of our students as well as 

conversations with form tutors, teachers and other colleagues to determine a 

short list of candidates. This shortlist will then be presented to the Pastoral team 

and Curriculum leaders before going to the School Leadership Team for 

discussion and final selection. Emphasis is placed not only on the contributions 

that students have made to date but also on their skill set and potential to 

effectively perform the diverse and demanding role of a Prefect.  

There is no specific, pre-determined number of prefects to be selected but we 

must ensure that there is enough of a role for each of our prefects to really grow 

into, so numbers are restricted. Last year for example there were around 160 

applications for prefect status and from these applicants 103 students were 

successful. All those who applied had made and continue to make a significant 

and highly valued contribution to our school, but as with any selection process 

not all could be successful. We will continue to offer as many volunteering and 

leadership opportunities as possible to all our students regardless of whether or 

not they are a prefect. Those who are not successful might wish to consider an 

alternative but equally important role in school for example being a faculty 

ambassador or volunteering to mentor younger students and support them in 

their learning. 

Students and parents will be notified of the outcome of the application process 

around May half-term. 

 


